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JONATHAN PRICE', ANNA BUDNIK2, BOUDEWIJN SIRKS3

LOST IN TRANSLATION. „RECHTSSTAAT", „PANSTWO PRAWNE"

AND OTHER FALSE EQUIVALENTS OF „RULE OF LAW"
(AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM)

Signatories of the Treaty of the European Union (TEU) affirm that the 'ruk of

law' is a 'principle' and 'universa' value' 4 Actually, the Dutch speakers agree that
'rechtsstaat' is both a pnnciple and universal value Polish speakers agree that 'panstwo
prawne' iss French speakers agreed that l'État de droit' is' And so on The problem is

that these terms are not actually direct equivalents, even if they have at umes great
overlap in meaning 'and usage, and even if they are routmely ment to serve as equ-
ivalents by those who deploy them But nor are these translation errors The EU do-
cument does the same as local lawyers, judges, and junsts do in their respective
hnguistic-legal commumues Most interested persons deploy native terms as if they
mean more or less the same thing conceptually or in pracuce as 'rule of law' is ge-
nerally thought to mean in its English-language pohucal and legal usage That, too,
is problematic For, there is also great diversity of meanings of 'rule of law' in the
Enghsh-spealung legal world _

1 PhD Fellow and Lecturer at the Leiden Umversity Law School the Netherlands and Tutor at Alackfnars Umversity  of Oxford

2 Dr Umwersytet w Bialymstoku

3 Fellow of All Souls College Oxford and Regius Professor of Civil Law ementus University  of Oxford

4 Preamble to the Treaty of the European Union hup  / /eur-lex  eu ro pa  eu/ legal-con tent /PL/

TXTPun=0J JOC_2016_202_R _0001 fo r th e Po lish  version

5 Pohsh is  a dechned language and Mus panstwo prawnt/-po are different forms of the same word Wherever possible the auchors

have med to  use the correct Point] form to match the English grammar

6 Ibidem From that websne one con view the text in French English Dutch etc The document mes the followmg terrns often
mterchangeably ede of law (EN hsted seven tunes) rechtsstaat (NL live of the seven English mstances are translated th usly) 1 Etat

de droit (FR) and panstwo prawnt (PL)
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But at the international level, the TEU mirrors a broad confusion in legal science
concerning the identity of a core legal pnnople &nee the 'rille of law' is also a core
constitutional value of European legal order, which member states must implement,
conceptual clanty is not all that is needed For harmonization of European legal sys-
tems to become a reality the practice of the 'rule of law' must, all the more, also
be substanually the same For instance, the pracuce of implernenting the 'rechtssta-
at' in the Netherlands should bear some marked resemblance in bid to the Implementation
of 'panstwo prawne' in Poland Both of these would need to bear some marked resem-
blance in kind to the 'rille of law' in Enghsh-language legal systems, where the con-
cept onginates and along with the pracnce has been developed Otherwise lust what
are we implemenung when we attempt to follow this principle and universal value
Either the concept or the pracuce — or ideally both — need to be recognizable as the
same thing Let us call the fact of this divergence of terms and meamngs the `rule-of-
-law problem' Many terms are circulanng without an idenufied doctrine or pracuce
standing behind them, or with too many different pracnces and divergent doctrines
standing in for the 'tule of law'

This chapter uses the cases of Poland and Holland as examples of the rule-of-
-law problem in pracuce The authors examine how the preferred concepts for 'rille
of law' in each legal system relate to the consmutional governance of each land The
backdrop of the discussion and first part of this chapter consists of an overview of
the English development of the doctrine of rule of law from Magna. Carta in 1215

to contemporary doctrine and practice in English-speaking mnsdicuons That ongi-
nal formal doctrine of law's supremacy evolved mto a substannve doctnne of 'Rule
of Law' (disunguished here with capitals) 7 Today it is affirmed as essenual to any
)ust legal order by lunsts such as John Finnis, as it was by and the late Lon Fuller,
who gave it its contemporary shape8 Fuller put the doctrine into a lasting formu-
lation of eight procedures of law that taken together allow law to approach justi-
ce Meaning they ac.hieve a moral character, a good Nenher of these two rules of
law, the formal or the substannve, is directly equivalent either to the Dutch rechtsstaat
or Pohsh panstwo prawne That presents us with two cases of the rule-of-law problem

Thus, after presentauons of the Dutch and Pohsh pracucal constitutional situ-
ations, we then return to the discussion of the differences in pracnce which are
marked out  by vanous terms  that  a re  thought to bear the same meaning as Engli sh

doctnnes of the rule of law, but which have been revealed not quite to be so We
then ask whether, for that reason, one not can really speak of the 'rille of law' as

7 This convenuon of capnaluatIon apphes to the dtscussion of che rule of law in Lnglish-speakmg lands as well as the ascusscon

secuon a s the end of the arucle in the country specific sections below on Poland and Holland this conyention is  not follo-
wed That is  because 'ruls of law is the standard way that many concepts are translated mto Enghsh

8 J Fmms Natural Law and Natural Rights Oxford 2011, p 270 ff L L Fuller, The Morality of Law (The Storrs Lectures) Yale

1964
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a fundamental European legal pnnciple and core value in pracuce We do not offer
a direct answer, but suggest why certain routes for further research should be taken,
and others to be avoided

We have chosen Poland and Holland, firstly, because each uses a different term
as equivalent to the Enghsh 'rule of law' and/or 'Rule of Law', secondly, the role
the consul-ut-ion plays in relax-ion to the rest of the legal order differs so gready be-
tween these two lands In Poland, judicial review for constitutionality of legislative
acts is baked mto the consutution, and in the Netherlands judical review is for-
bidden consututionally In the former, the Polish Constitution is law, as interpre-
ted by the courts All legislanon that accords with it could also be law In the latter,
the Dutch Parhament is supreme, and what it legislates is assumed to be in pnnciple
constitunonal Is the Dutch rechtsstaat or Polish paristwo prawne closer to manifesting the
European commitment to the 'rille of law' 7

1. Two rules of law in English legal thought

The rule of law is now understood to be a fundamental pnnciple of the libe-
ral democratie political order9 The term is 'constantly on people's lips', according
to Judge Tom Bmgham, who recendy wrote a book on the subject' ° Both Barack
Obama and Maggie Thatcher have agreed on its singular importance (as they did
on lilde else)" So, it is not the province of one wing of polities or one nation The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that 'human nghts should be protec-
ted by ,the rule of law', that is, 'd man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as
a last result, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression '' 2 So, the stakes are high
The 'rille of law' is also mentioned increasingly in nanonal statutes or acts of parlia-
ments, someumes as an 'an exisung constitutional pnnciple'13 It is understood by
legal philosophers to be a standard of justice for any legal system"

Yet, even within the English-language debate the rule of law has been descnbed
by senous commentators as 'an exceedingly elusive nouon [with] rampant diver-
gence of understandings' Like equality, everyone is for it, but many 'have contra-
sting convicnons about what it is'15 Many definmons abound, but the worry of

9 Many of the cnations in  the introducuon and parts relating to  the Anglo-Amencan development of the rule of law were fo-

und in or by way of T Bingham The Rule of Law Pengum 2011
,10 Ibidem

11 The book jacket to Bingharh s book quotes a number of world leaders on the topic all glorifying the rule of law

12 Preamble to the UDHR Mailable in official Enghsh version here Mep //www ohchr org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_
Translauons/ eng pdf

13 Ibidem The Bnush Consututional Reform Act 2005 in secuon 1 provides that the Act does not adversely affect (a) che exi-
song constmmonal principle of the rule of law

14 &nee there is broad agreement there would be too many to list Finnis Raz and Fuller are to  hand Each could be brought to
bear as au authonty on the subject in his respect1ve major works some of winch are referenced in these footnotes

15 B Z Tamanaha On the Rule of Law Cam bnd ge  2004 p 3
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Joseph Raz resounds `the rule of law' is often merely shorthand for aspects of a go-
ven political (or legal) system that one assesses positively16 Presumably it would
now be applied mostly — or even exclusively — to the preferred hberal democratie
consututional order There could be no talk of the rule of law as pracuced in Saudi
Arabia, even of Shana law rules formally, and in a procedurally fair way'

However, definitionally the rule of law need not be so hmited poluically to h-
beral constitutions existmg as modern states For, in its fundamental form, the for-
mal conception of the `tule of law' requires neither a modern state nor a formahzed
consutuuon John Fmrits has said -the rule of law is `[t]he name comrnonly given
to the stat)e of affairs in which a legal system is legally in good shape'l 8 That is more
optimistic about there benig discoverable content to the concept than Raz's dosmis-
sive hne But it sull does not define the term for us It does-, however, indicate that

there is openness within the Concept to regimes that are law-abiding and law-gover-
ned but not consututionally democratie

The term `tule of law' is not as old as its contetnporary importance might indi-
cate Prof Dicey, a great figure in Engh.sh law bridging the ninèteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries and Vinenan Professor of English law at Oxford, is frequently given
credit for populanzing the term, with its contemporary import, in his 1885 book
about the laws of the English Constitution19 The idea might have been known in
whole or part earher, as early as Anstotle in fact, according to one author2° Anstode
does seern to identity both the need for laws to rule rather than men, i e, the supre-
macy of law, and that few are good ludges in their own causes The forrner is a near
rendenng of formal rule of law And Anstode, too, was unwilhng to limit it merely
to democratie regimes The latter could suggest that procedures need to be in place
to ensure that others, and the right others, can serve as )udges

16 J Raz The Rule of Law and its Virtue [in  ] The Authonty of Law Essays on Law and Morality Oxford  1979 p 210

,/ 17 Applymg the formalisuc definmon Shana is  a legal system that does away with tnuch arbaranness Out it dots not uiclude the

protecuon of the individual in  legal procedure as we thrni is necessary to  liberalism Nevenheless that is not seen there as re-

quired After all in  the afterlife all will be settled Fuller s  eight desiderata would probably set Shana well outside of substan-
nve Rule of Law

18 J 1-muis Natural Law , op ot pp 270-273 Although pnnciples of a strong sense of Rule of Law might imply consutuuo-
nal government (rechtsstaat) according to  Finnis (talies onginal) These relate to  the dignity  of persons as selves and the
need for a subsisting identity  over a lifenme winch requires art order constituted to  such a common good Bui Rule of Law
nself does not mean consntunonal government (Rechtsstaat) Separately Finnis uses capitals in hit definitiont e Rule of I aw
for different reasons in order to avoid confuszon wi th a particular norm within a legal system) We have removed the capi-
tals so as to  correspond with the chosen style of this arucle in  disunguislung between the rule of law and the , Rule of Law

19 A V Dieey An Introducuon to  die Study of the Law of the Constuution 1885 p 188 See also T Bingharn The Rule of
Law op ar p 3 for a  discussio n of Dicey  s ro le in  iden tifying th e rule of law as a legal princ iple Other earher  sous-
ces art Inted as The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board Trustees William Gibbs  and  Others (1866) LR 1 HL 93 110 5
J W F Allison English Histoncal Consutuuon Camb rid ge 2007 1 0 11 W E Hearn The Govern ment of En gland Us
Structure and Development Longmans Green 1867 ch 3 para 7 6

20 B Z Tamanaha On the Rule , op ot pp 8-9 sees the idea ni Anstode perhaps led there by modern translators rendering the
Philosopher's sext as rule of law Bmgham suggeSts that the passage is  beter translated as It is  better for the law to rule than

on e of  t he  °mens  ,  and  con un ues so even the guarchans of the laws are obeymg the laws Translation is  from Anstotle s

Polincs and Athernan Constituuon cd and trans John Warrington (J M Den t 1959) book III s 1287 97
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Dicey gives three meanings of `ruk of law' in the followmg order of proximaty

to its core mearung In the first place, 'that no man is punishable or can lawfully be
made to suffer in body or goods except for a distinct breach of law established in the
ordinary legal marmer before the ordinary courts of the land ' 2 1 Second `no man is
above the law, every man, whatever be his rank or condinon, is subject to the or-
dmary law of the realm and amenable to the junsdiction of the ordmary tnbunals
The third principle is less conase, and typically English the Constitution of England
is the result of the actual rulings of law in specific cases Rather than prescriptions
and proscnpnons hsted as general pnnciples in a wntten constitution, and then le-
gislated therefrom22

Dicey has here idenufied in his first and second meaning of the `rule of law'
what could be called a formal sense of `rule of law' This differs from a substanu-
ve sense in that it is concerned only with the status of law in the wprld, and its pro-
per funcuon based on that status23 The common opposite of the rule of law is the
rule of man', i e, the rule of one man, the lung Tomas Paine, the radical Amencan

founding father, offered a precis of the `rule of law' in practice in the America of
his time In 1776 he wrote, America THE LAW IS KING For as in absolute go-
vernments the King is law ' 24 In the history of the debate in pohtics it is often ano-
ther `man', the corporate agent, that is law's palace thief government going round
or pushing through its own laws when it sees fit So, the `tule of law' is opposed
to mob rule or `the tyranny of majonty' (Tocqueville's famous phrase), and also
to the tyranny of the lawmakers, whether they are kmg or parhament Early exam-
ples of this can be found in the Bible Daniel was condemned to the hon's den for
breach of a royal edict, which could not be altered, even by the lung who had made
it23 The general formai ordenng is rules' rather than anything else, which is
Dicey's second defimuon Whether this is democratically legiumized, liberal law is
not the matter I its classical formulauon the `mie of law' is compatible with many
constitutions26

This doctrine was the continuation of a pracuce that was thought to have be-
gun on June 1 SI of 1215 with the signing of Magna Carta Libertatum / The Great
Charter of the Liberues by Kmg John of England At the time the powers, legislati-

21 A V Dicey An Introduction op ot p 188

22 This latter principle winch is not often mentioned by defenders of the rule of law outside of the English legal profession sho-
uld not be overlooked Is appeals to  a deep &vide in  the way law emerges in time and is  imposed or the findmg of the law
as is  is called in Conunental systems

23 As a reminder for the formal malse rule of law is benig used For the substanuve sense Rule of Law shall be used unless

otherwise no ted

24 T Paine Common Sense (origmally published in  1776) Oxford 1995 p 34

25 Damel Ch 6

26 In this and other case the double meanmg of constuunon should be home os nund a form of govemment and a way of go-
vernance both of the polis  and the soul Regime is the word Tocqueville uses for dus Polueo and polutuma are words that

Aristode smoes to comminucate what amount to the same ideas
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ve, execunve and judicial, were centred in the ICing, 'the Lord's Anointed' This and
other pnneples of Magna Carta were to constram Mug John also by the law (or his
successors, really, since he got out of the agreement by dying that same October) 27
It was also to make a certain form of legal process necessary for the detennon and
processing of suspected cnmmals Arncles 39 and 40 become the foundation of the
doctrine of habeas corpus '39 No free man shall be seized or imprisoned or strip-
ped of his nghts or possessions, or outlawed or exiled, or depnved of his standing
in any other way, nor will we proceed with force against him, or send others to do
so, except by the lawful judgment of his equals or by the law of the land 40 To no
one will we sell, to no one deny or delay nght or justice' 28 There is a bare sense that
law rules even the rulers, and that free persons are subject to the'law that is, a for-
mal rule of the free by law In part, that is not wholly new It was already a ground
rule in the Roman Empire for free citizens

But there is also a hint of substantive Rule of Law Free persons -not only perso-
nages such as dukes or bishops, but all freemen — cannot be dealt with merely at the
pleasure of the ruler, or at the pleasure of the law They must have their day in court,
or, more nghtly, habeas corpus, the court must 'have the body' of the defendant before
it And the court is bound by its own law, rather than beng a law unto itself These
are the rudiments of due process And they are present in Dicey's first defimnon of
rule of law, with a few more centunes of elaboranon, namely, following many dec-
larations and statements of nghts of Enghshmen, including that of 1689

Substannve Rule of Law deals in the 'person of law' At the very least it begins
to talk about the specific treatment of persons, rather than merely personages such
as langs' and 't-uiers' In this way, it deals with what sort of regulanon would be fit-
ting of ranonal animals (the most common way that the 'person' has been understo-
od legally) So, it turns on what is meant by 'law' Although the 'Rule of Law' gets
its most mature treatment beginmng in the mid-twenneth century, the discussion
inhents a definmon of law that St Thomas Aqumas is most responsible for Law in
general is defined by lum as 'a certain rule and measure of acts whereby man is in-
duced to act or is restramed from acting'29 But law, understood as truly obligatory,
meamng just, is defined more speufically by him as 'an ordinance of reason for the
common good, made by someone who has care of the commumty, and promulga-
ted'n

If law has to meet such a high bar in order to be lust and obhgatory, one mi-
ght ask What are the procedural ways to ensure that it can be so? These are proce-

27 T Bingham The Rule of Law , op ut p 12

28 4s quoted in Ibidem

29 ST 1-11 90 1 See Sanit Thomas Aqumas On Law Morality  and Polincs (Hacken) xm-xxn pp 11-83

30 ST 1-II 9 0  4 Translauon from Summa Theologiae Train Fathers of the Fnghsh Dommican Province Westmmster Chnsnan

Classics New York 1981
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dures that must achieve a moral character when collected Meaning they ensure that
law has as its 'person of law' — him for whom law is wntten — a rational agent, who
can act for Ms own reasons, by his own reason, not merely by beng caused to act
or coerced Aqiiinas gives some clues as to appropnate procedures by mentioning
'promulgation' and 'reason' as part of the definition of (Just) law Those would im-
ply procedures such as publishing law in a simple and coherent way and ensunng
it is not impossible and not contradictory Lon Fuller answers the quesuon more di-
rectly He lays out the essence of the Rule of Law in eight 'desiderata' or procedures
(summanzed well by Colleen Murphey in an arucle defendmg Fuller's account) as

Laws must be general (#1), specifying rules prohibiung or permitting behavior
of certain kinds Laws must also be widely promulgated (#2), or pubhdy accessible
Pubhcity of laws ensures citizens know what the law requires Laws should be pro-
specuve (#3), specifying how individuals ought to behave in the future rather than
prohibuing behavior that occurred in the past Laws must be clear  (#4) Cmzens
should be able to idenufy what the laws prolubit, permit, or require Laws must be
non-contradictory (#5) One law cannot prohibit what another law permits Laws
must not ask the impossible (#6) Nor should laws change freque_ntly, the demands
laws make on auzens should remain relauvely constant (#7) Finally, the_re should
be congruence between what wntten statutes declare and how officials enforce tho-
se statutes (#8)31

It is hard to find a senous jurist in the Enghsh-speakmg world, on the nght or
the left, who disagrees with this hst as a standard for the Rule of Law32 Some dunk
it is too focussed on procedures and neglects content (law does not have to be liberal
according to these procedures) But whether it be Waldron, Finms, Raz, or George,
there is broid agreement that the Rule of Law means at least the content of these
eight requirements

_Both the formai 'Tule of law' and the substanuve 'Rule of Law' are heavily in-
fiected by the Enghsh understandmg of law and constitutions, and by ns particu-
lar history with Common law and an unwntten constitution (themes that we return
to in the Discussion secuon below) With that in mind, Tom Bmgham cautiously of-
fers a definmon of rule of law, that nught split the difference between rule of law
and Ruk of Law, thus making it less trivial and less tied to Enghsh legal history 'all
persons and authonties within the state, whether public or private, should be bound

31 C Murphy Lon Fuller and the Moral Value of the Ruit of Law Law and Philosophy 2005 No 24 pp 239-262 Further re-
achng Lon L Fuller Morality  of Law rev ed Yale 1969 p 39 46-90 J W aldron Why Law- Efficacy Freedom or Fidelity 7

Law and Philosophy 1994 No 13 pp 2 5 9 2 8 4 D Luban Natura' Law as Professional Ethics A Reading of Fuller ' Soca!
Plulosophy and Policy 2001 and G J Po s tm a Implic t Law Law and Philosophy 1994 No 13 pp 361-387

32 Posinvists however demur abouc the moral character of law They focus 0 I 1 who Is ni the pompon to  make law and that law
is what those in  certam posmons say it  is H o w n e r not pisc anythmg can be or become law Few posionsts get aviay with
saymg that law is whatever the powerful say it  is That claim has been with us at least suite Plato records n in  aai early book

of the Republic
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by and enutled to the benefit of laws pubhcly made, takmg effect (generally) in the
future and pubhcly admmistered in the courts ' 3 3 The only caveat that should be no-
ted is his use of the word `siate' This would refiect the standing English-language

doctrines more if it were rendered le,ss specifically as legal order' (even 'realrn' co-
uld be preferable to 'state') For, from Magna Carta to Lon Fuller, neither the rule
of law nor the Rule of Law requires states, nor do they need formahzed constitu-
tions for their efficacy (and Bmgham does not menuon the word consutution in his
definmon) Said differently they do not require what the Germans call a Rechtsstaat
Although, they could be compatible with such an idea of constitutional government
Perhaps they might even thnve, as the American model suggests But they are not

necessary

2. The Polish Constitution and „Panstwo prawne"

In hterature, the onginal concept of the 'panstwa prawnego / Rechtsstaat' is beheved
pnmanly to follow the German formula for constnutional government34 However,
included therem are elements of the Enghsh concepnons of the rule of law and Rule
of Law It is emphasized that the English concept refers only to the law' (even if
broadly construed), while the German formula points out the union of the law and
the state under a consututional rule For both of these formulae the basis is con-
sututed by vanous theoretical concepts However, they are all based on common
assumpuons As their basis, they accept individual human freedom and certain po-
litical order which should guarantee these freedoms Histoncal development of ide-
as as well as constuutional pracuce and doctrines have influence on the shape of the
normauve principles of the rule of law and the „panstwa prawnego” / „Rechtsstaat" The
Enghsh and German tradmons are different in this respect, but not thought by Pohsh
junsts to be contradictory's The ideas of the rule of law and the Rechtsstaat are based
on the same values attnbuted to the law universahty, rehabihty, availability, predic-
tability"

For the Pohsh Constitution of 199 7 37 the German concept of consututional go-
vernment (Rechtsstaat) was parucularly important This concept consists of the formal
aspect specifying the state's funcuomng based on law The main source of law sho-
uld be the legal act Law binds all organs of public administration Special roles in
ensunng the legalny of state uilen belong to the courts, including adnurnstrauve
courts After World War II, the formal concept was supplemented with the matenal

33 T Burgham The Ruk of Law op cu p 8

34 Unless othermse noted m this secuon panstwo prauw and the German term Rechtsstaat wit be used mterchangeably The Dutch
term rechtsstaat used elsewhere in  [lus chapter is  always wntten in the lower case

35 P Tuleja, Konstytucja RP Komentarz t 1 Warszawa 2016, pp 218-219

36 Ibulem p 219

37 The Consutution of the Repubhc of Roland of 2 April 1997 ( Journal of Laws 1997, No 78, item 483 as amended)
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concept, which stated the acceptance of inviolable and inahenable human dignity as
the source of consututional nghts and freedoms It recognized these nghts as bin-
ding in nature, relating them to all public authonties It introduced judicial review
of the constitutionality of the acts of public authonues, including the Implementa-
tion of laws And the Consutution then included the concept of dernocracy capable
of defendmg itself Therefore, the greatest impact on the matenal aspects of paristwa
prawnego' is consututed by the pnnciple of consutuuonahsm In the Rechtsstaat, the law
is pnmanly the Constitution It determines not only the hmits of the legislator's fre-
edom, but it also deternunes the way in which the legislator, and other bodies re-
presenung and applying the law, should concreuze the Constitution A specific order
of values is coded in the Constitution"

In the time of the Repubhc of Poland II", Pohsh junsts did not use the concept
of panstwa prawnego Sumlarly, theoreucal works done in exile did not develop a co-
herent concept of 'rille of law' or 'Rechtsstaat' In the Polish People's Republic there
could be no question of the rule of law or a Rechtsstaat At the beginning of politi-
cal transformation (in the amendment of December 29di 198940) without deeper
theoretical reflecuon, Art 1 of the Constitution of the People' s Republic of Poland
of 1952 was amended It reads as follows „Rzeczpospolita Polska jest demokratycznym pari-
stwem prawnym /The Republic of Poland shall be a democrauc state ruled by law This
was because of the cut-off from the previous defimuon of the state as well as chan-
ging its previous form as a 'people's democracy' or 'socialist' state41 Provision of
the Rechtsstaat (zasady panstwa prawnego) was subsequendy upheld by the so called 'Small
Consutution"" and was then transferred to the Constitution of 1997

For the Polish legislator  an essentia l reference point was the term of the
Rechtsstaat (paristwo prawne) proposed by K Stem According to him, paristwo prawne is
one in winch public power is exeresed solely pursuant to the Constitution in order
to protect human dignity, freedom, justice and legal certainty Achieving these ob-
jectives reqUires the adopuon of the followmg legal prinmples the principle of se-
paranon and balance of powers, the rules binding fundamental nghts expressed in
the Constitution which are based on the inviolable and inahenable dignity, the prm-
mples of freedom of an indwidual to self-determination, which, however, is subject
to restnctions (designated prinnanly non-violation substance of the nghts and the

38 P Tule]a Stosowame Konstytucp RP w swietle zasady jej nadrzednosci (wybrane problerny) Krakow 2003 p 51

39 The name that refers to the country of Poland between the First and Second World Wars

40 Act of 28 December 1989 on amencling the Consutunon of the Polish People s Republic (Journal of Laws 1989 No 75 stem
444)

41 W Sokoiewicz M Zubik Artykul 2 [in ] L Garlicki M Zub il (ed s ) Konsrytuga Rzeczypospolite) Polskiej Komentarz 1
Wstgp Art 1-29 Warszawa 2016 p 96

42 Consutunon al Act of  17 October 1992 on mutual relations between the Legislative and Fzecutwe of the Republic of Poland

and on the local gosernment (Journal of Laws 1992 No 84, item 426 as amended)
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pnnaple of proportionality), the pnnople of equality, the pnnaple of judicial pro-
tection of human nghts43

Arncle 2 of the Consutution states that `Rzeczpospolita Polska jest demokratycznym pan-
stwem prawnym, urzeczywistmajgcyin zasady sprawiedliwaki spolecmg / The Republic of Poland
shall be a democratie state ruled by law and implementing the pnnaples of socal
jusuce' Fusion of parístwa prawnego with a democratie and just state means therefore
complemenung the formal character of the rule (widely understood legalism) with
certain matenal elements" As the Polish Consututional Tnbunal states 'The prin-
ciple of the democratie panstwo prawne refers to the non-legal values and pnnciples
In the process of its interpretation ( ) generally accepted standards of paristwo praw-
ne should be taken mto account, and the shape (model) of law the Polish consutu-
non has adopted should be considered, because even irreproachable standards from
the legislative drafung point of view do not sufficiently explam the essence of panstwo
prawne These standards must fulfil the basic assumpuons underlying the consututio-
nal order in Poland as well as pursue and protect the values which the Constitution
expresses ( )"45

As pointed out by L Garlicki, despite the importance of democratie paristwa praw-
nego for the correct reading of the charactenstics of the state and society that are wnt-
ten in the Constitution, there is neither a universal defininon of the model of the
state nor did the Consututional Court ever create one with its own case law &nee
it is very general and vague and lacks sharp contours, the formula of the democra-
tie paristwa prawnego remams open to interpretauon by the bodies tasked with direcdy
applying the Constatunon Hence, there is a lot of fiexibihty in explaining the me-
aning of this rule The interpretation may change in subsequent judgments of the
Constitutional Tribunal, extracung from the Constitution exphatly expressed prinn-
pies and denvauves of new rules (or imphed pnnaples), employed to meet the ne-
eds of a present case or deployed expediendy by the ingenuity of the bench46

The Consututional Tnbunal has also repeatedly emphasized the general natu-
re of the provision of panstwa prawnego47 As indicated by E Morawska, the content of

43 E Morawska Klauzula panstwa prawnego w Konstytucp IP2 na tle orzecznictwa Trybunalu Konstytucyjnego Toru n 2003

44 W Sokoleivicz M Zul:uk Artykul 2, [in J  L Garlicki M Zubik (eds ) Konstytucja Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej Komentarz 1
Wstep Art 1-29 Warszawa 2016 p 103 _

45 judgement of the Consutunonal Tnbunal of 12 April 2000 (K 8/ 98 ) p 411 Zasada demokratycznego panstwa prawnego
odwohne me do wartosci 1 zasad pozaprawnych W proceue jej wykladm nalezy brac pod uwage ( ) powszechnie przyje-
te standardy panstwa prawnego a takze rozwazyc jalu ksztalt (model) panstwa prawnego konstytucia polska przyjela Nawet
bowiem m enagann e z pun ktu widzema techniki legislacyjnej st anowiem e norm me wyczerpme is toty panstwa p rawnego
Normy te musza realizowac podstawowe zakozema lezace u podstaw porzadku konstytucyjnego w Polsce oraz realizowac 1
strzec tego zespolu wartosci ktory konslytucja wyraza ( )

46 W Sokolewicz M Zubik Artykut 2 [in J L Garhcki M Zubik (eds ) Konstytucja op at p 96

47 Judgem ent o f the  Cons mutio nal Tnbunal of 25 November  1997 (K 26/97) Judgement of the Constnutional Tnbunal of 10

Ju ly  2000 (SK 21/99)
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this clause is not stnctly and clearly defined, and may be de facto determined in the
process of its application However, it is not expliatly written in the Constituuon"

The discussion on the Rechtsstaat / paristwa prawnego / rule of law has been ta-
lung place in Poland ever snee 1989 T Biernat says that in the case of Poland there
is a specific phenomenon that can be defined as the relative wealmess of the doctrine
in relation to practice Said differently a doctrine of paristwa prawnego is not the starung
point for interpretation of adherence to paristwa prawnego In his view, doctrine should
be a point of reference for the law, whereas the opposne is mie This case-law of the
Constitutional Tnbunal, and especially the content of justification of the verdiets, is
the starung points for doctnnal analysis'

M Wyrzykowski notes that an attempt to find a universally acceptable defim-
non of paristwa prawnego is doomed to fail Dependmg on the starting point, histon-
cal expenence, the field of research or the nature of the consutuuonal norm in the
structure of the consutuuonal order, there is a vanety of defimuons Of the term 'pari-

stwo prawne's° He also indicates that representatives of science more often represent
the quahues which should correspond to paristwa prawnego than propose a definition of
it M Pietrzak hsts, for example, the following features of paristwa prawnego (1) con-
sututionalism, (2) sovereignty of the nanon, (3) separation of powers, (4) Statute as
the pnmary source of law, (5) independence of the judiciary, (6) self-government,
(7) constitutional nghts and civil liberues51 Neither of Wyrzykowski's qualms sho-
uld in pnnciple prevent an acceptable definition from emerging John Fmnis combats
smular arguments against attempung a definition of law' He offers a 'focal' me-
aning of law' as a workable definmon 52 There is no reason that the same modest
approach should fall with 'paristwa prawne'

Parístwo prawne overlaps with other regulauons expressed in die Constitution, with
the pnnaple of legahty, as expressed in Art 7 'The organs of public authonty shall
function on the basis of, and within the hmits of, the law', the pnnople of suprema-
cy of the Consutution of Art 8 „The Consutution shall be the supre-me law of the

Republic of Poland", and thé pnnciple of respect for international law as expressed
in Art 9 Additionally, the Consutunon contams other guarantees of paristwa prawnego,
including, inter al la,  the right to have access to courts (Art  48 of the Consti tution) 53
These are partially a fulfihnent of the Rechtsstaat-tdea, but also elements of the formal

48 E Morawska Klauzula op ot p 342
49 T Blernat Zasad a the  rule  of law a defim owame pans uwa p rawa [in  ] M Aleksandrowmz A Jamroz L Jamroz -feds )

Demokratyczne panstwo prawa Bialystok 2014 pp 26-27

50 M Wyrzykowski Zasada demokratyczengo panstwa prawnego — kilka uwag [in] ] M Zulnk (red) ) Ksmga XX-lecia orzecz-

inctwa Trybunaku Konstytucyjnego Warszawa 2006 pp 234-235

51 M Pletrzak Odpowiedzialnosc konstytucyjna w Polsce Warszawa 1992 p 8

52 J Flu im Natural Law op a t p 266 277 ff
53 W Sokolewicz M Zutok Artyktd 2 [ in ]  L Garlickr M Zubik (eds ), Konstrucja op ot p 109
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and substannve rules of law As mentioned above, the Consntunonal Tnbunal den-
ves rules from the Consntunon concerning the pnnciples of paristwo prawne These in-
clude the pnnciples of trust (loyalty), legal certamty, protection of vested nghts, lex
retro non agh, the order of applying the appropnate vacatio legis, and proper legislation

Immediately below the focus is only on particular issues related to paristwa prawne-

go,  namely the pnmacy of the Consti tution and constuutionalism, and some mecham-

sms which guarantee comphance wi th the bas ic law According to M Wyrzykowslu ,

consututionahsm assumes that the Rechtsstaat (zasada paristwa prawnego) requires the exi-
stence of the consti tuuon in  the forma! sense,  namely a  consti tunonal  document the

content of which is in force as a normative basis for exercising state power This do-

cument  has  the  h ighest  r ank among a l l  t he  wr i t t en  ru les and t akes  precedence  in

case of conflict  with other  standards The  Consutut ion is  the basi s of the ennre le-

gal  sys tem of the  st ate54 According to Art 8 para 1 of the Polish Constitution the
Constitution shall be the supreme law of the Republic of Polandss This provision
reflects the pnmacy of the Consutunon that holds the highest rank in the system of
sources of law, givmg it a binding nature for all authonnes It is a manifestanon of
the modern concept of a constitutional state connected with the idea of the formal
rule of 1aw56

Three charactensncs of the Consntution result from the literal wording of that
provision First,  the Constitution is the source of law in the posinve legal sense,
a normative act of the state, endowed as the first catalogue of normative acts speci-
fied in Chapter III of the Constitution The substance of the normative character of
the Constuution is that it sets generally apph.cable rules and standards It also speci-
fies of values (axiology) of law, in parncular by the content of its rules (which are
legally binding), and the direcnon of the provisions' interpretation and their ap-
plication Secondly, Art 8 declares the Constitution has the highest legal force in
the legal system The highest legal effect denves from the overall relationship be-
tween the norms of the Consutution and the norms of other sources of law This is
a fundamental category of doctnnal analysis of normative acts and the norms wi-
thin them Thirdly, the Polish Consutunon is the fundamental law (ustawq zasadniczq)
of the Repubhc of Poland It was passed by the Polish nanon, specifically, in its name
and on its behalf by the Nanonal Assembly and accepted by the people in a popu-
l a r  vote"

The legal force of the Pohsh Constitution is defined by the Consutution it-
self, which also defines the relation between consututional norrns and legal norrns

54 M Wyrzykowski Zasada op cn pp 234-235

SS bal open quesuon of the authors is vhether Hans Kelsen s Grundnonn played or connnues to  play a role here

56 Ibidem p 240

57 W Sokolewicz M Zubik Artylul 2 [In  ]J Garhclu M Zublk (eds ) Konstytucja , op clt p 258-259
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that are in force in Poland According to the Consutution, the legal force of the
Constitution means the attnbute (charactenstic) of legal norms contamed in the
Constitution This defines their relationship to other egal norms These might be
norms of legal acts or other legal norms in force in the country It determmes vano-
usly the place occupied by them in hierarchical system of legal norrns This ordering
depends on many factors, but mainly is determined by the posmon of the authority
issuing the normative acts and the mode of changing thern But this is the consum-
tional norm that defines the powers and procedure of the legislanve bodies, the con-
tent of the legal order based on the Consutunon, and the rules for the application of
the law The Consutution has the power of derogation (parnal suppression of lower
law) in the event of non-comphance of other legal norms with the Constitunon For
these reasons, the Consutution has the highest power in the legal system"

The highest legal force, however, refers in the first place to the position of the
Consutution in relation to the Act and to the legislative funcuon of the Parhament
The highest legal force of the Constatution is the warrant of Implementation of the
Constitution and the prohibmon of its violation 59 The first obligation is expres-
sed in the warrant of exercising the `command' of the Consutution in the legisla-
nye acnvity of the parhament and the forrn of its acts, which is formulated in the
Consutution The prohibmon of ~lating the Constitution means prohibition of is-
suing any law or any other act contrary to it This extends to all pubhc authonnes
and any acts they produce"

As pointed out by A jamróz, a significant general feature of constitutionalism is
respect for the insututional protection of the Constitution This means guaranteeing
a place in the political system (and the Constitunon) for an instatution which will

ensure constitutional comphance It might mean entrusting by the very words of the
consutution a chief authonty vvith the power to interpret the constitunon (legal in-
terpretauon), plus the existence of an institution entrusted with ruling on the com-
phance of other legislation with the consutution, including laws61 Furthermore,
Jamróz indicates that it is becoming more and more evident that in a democranc
country, to protect comphance with the constitution, there must be a body set up
to rule on the consututionality of other acts which seem inconsistent with the con-
stitution62 The existence of a constitutional judiciary is not Only a formal guarantee
of comphance with the consutution, in its ability to control the parliament, but it is
thus a stabilizing factor for protecting the consututional separanon of powers63 The

58 Ibidem p 260-261

59 Ibidem p 262

60 K Dzialocha Konstynicyina koncepcia op ot p 266

61 A Jamroz Demokracia wspoltzesna Wprowadzerne Ilialystok 1993

62 Ibidem p 137

63 ibidem

P 136
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pnmacy of constitutional norms is a fundamental prerequisite for tesung the con-
stituuonality of legislation" The doctnne of constitutional law focuses on the pro-
blem of tesung the consutunonality of legislation This role of legislanve acts sterns
not only from the socio-political sigmficance of the issues regulated by those acts,

e statutes and decrees with the force of law, but also the position of these acts in
the system of sources of 1aw65 Above all, all acts of lower rank must thus comply
with the legislauve acts Consequently, the companbility of laws with the consutu-
non create.s the possibility of effecuve and proper control of the ennre structure of
the law"

In Poland the Constitutional Tnbunal's functioning is based on Arucles 188-
197 of the  Pol ish Const i tution as wel l  as the Const i tut ional  Tribunal  Act 67 Article
188 paragraphs 1-3 of the Constitution regulates the hierarchical control of the
norms and provides that the Constitutional Tnbunal shall adjudicate the conformity
of statutes and international agreements to the Consutution, the conformity of sta-
tutes and international agreements to the Consutution, the conforrruty of a statute
to ranfied international agreements whose raufication required prior consent gran-
ted by statute, the conformity of legal provisions issued by central State organs to the
Constitution, ratified international agreements and statutes

One of the premises of the controlling norm is the hierarchical structure of the
legal system The essence of hierarchical control of the norms' comphance is to inve-
sngate whether the norm contamed in the hierarchy of sources of law at a lower po-
salon and constituung a subject of control is compatible with the norm at a higher
posmon, forming the control pattern The control of Art 188 paragraphs 1-3 is the-
refore of verucal nature The Consututional Tnbunal does not resolve inconsisten-
cies between the norms of the same legal power68

The junsdiction of the Consututional Tnbunal includes not only the content of
the substanuve laws, but also the exammanon of legislauve activities, e g abidance
of the legislauve enactment Paragraph 1 of Arucle 188 of the Constitution exami-
nes the compaubility of laws with the Consutution As indicated earher, the reason
for the establishment of a constitutional court was the need to examine the consti-
tutionality of laws The Consutution, however, is the model for the control of all

normative acts b elonging to the legal system As a consequence, it is the superior
in the legal system Each provision of the Constitution can be seen as a model of

64 E Zwierzchowski, Sgdowructwo konstytucyme Bialystol. 1994 p 17

65 The system of the sources of law is reguland in  Chapter III of the Pohsh Consutuuon art 87 detirmmes universally  binding
laws ii Poland winch shall be the Consutuuon statutes raufied international agreements and regulauons and enactments of
local law issued by the operation of organs in the terrnory of the organ issumg inch enactments

66 Ibidem p 21

67 Act of 22 July 2016 ( 'Jounial of Laws 2016 nem 1157)

68 A Maczynski J Podkowik Art 188 Konstytucia RP, Komentarz t 2 Warszawa 2016 p 1137
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control It is the duty of the applicant to indicate the provision of the Constatution
from which a certam freedom, a personal nght or pnnciple denves, as well as the
justification stanng that this provision can be considered as the textual basis for in-
terprenng the constitutional status of a specific legal rule" All judgments of the
Constitunonal Tnbunal are universally binding and are final (Art 190 para 1 of the
Constitution)

As indicated above, one of the denved pnnoples of panstwa prawnego is loyalty',

which refers  to the mode and form of l egi sl anon This  pnnciple concerns  the pro-

hibi t ion  of l ega l  tr aps ,  formula ting empty promises  or  sudden s t a te 's  wi thdrawal

from the promises  or es tabhshed ru les of conduct This principle involves the duty

to publ ish  offici al ly a  universal ly-binding,  normative Act before  i t  enters  mto for-
ce7° From the democratie paristwa prawnego denves the requirement to provide adequ-
ate vacatio Icon

Undoubtedly, the existence of the Constnutional Tnbunal, which exammes the
comphance of laws with the Constitution, is an expression of the pnnciple of con-
sututionahsm The doctrine, however, concentrates on the role of the Constitutional
Tnbunal, which is no longer just a 'negative legislator', but is far more active Its role
also no longer fits mto the concept of 'reconstructive mterpretation of the norms of
the Constaution ' 7 2 Although, this is part of the current debate and 'constitutional
crisis' in Poland As a result the role of the Constitutional Tnbunal could be chan-

ging

The ideas of the rule of law and the Rule of Law were established on the ba-
sis of another system of sources of law But its individual projects overlap with tho-
se formed on the concept of a democratie state ruled by law, a Rechtsstaat Sumlannes,

borrowings, and even a parnal overlap should not lead to a complete identification
of both pnnciples73 But there is not yet a distinct enough native doctrine of pan-
stwa prawnego to present it mdependently of borrowed concepts and pracnces The
same holds in its relation to the Enghsh doctnne of substannve Rule of Law But, as
it stands, panstwa prawngo contams a doctrine of the formal rule of law in its constitu-
nonal judicial review

69 ibidem, p 1160

70 W Sokolewicz M Zubik, Artykul 2 [ui ] L Garh ch M Zubtk (eds ) Konstytucia op ot pp 127-128

., 71 J u d g e r n e n t  o f  t h e  C o n s t u u t i o n a l  T n b u n a l  o f  4  J a n u a r y 2 0 0 0 t1C 1 8 / 9 9 ) J u d g e m e n t  o f  t h e  C o n s u t u u o n a l T n b u n a l o f  1 5

F e b r u a r y  2 0 0 5 ( 5 4 8 / 0 4 )

7 2 k Dz a a lo c ha K o ns t yt u c yj n a  ko nc e p c j a  p r a w a  1  l e g o  z r o de l  w  o r z e c z t u c c w i e  Tr ybu n a ku  K o ns t yt u c yj n e go [ i n  ]  M Zb i l t  ( r e d ))

IC s n g a  X X- l e c i a  o r z e m u c t w a  Tr ybu na l u  K o n s t y t u c yj n e g o Wa r s z a w a  2 0 0 6 p 3 1 3

7 3 W So ko l e w l e z M Zu bdc Ar t yk u l 2 [ i n  ] L G u i l d ] , M Z u l ) * ( e ds  ) K o n s t yt u g a R z e c z ypo s po l u e t Po ls ktei , op u t

p p 1 2 3 - 1 2 4
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3. The 'Rechtsstaat' and the Dutch Constitution

In the Netherlands there is a certain compention between the rule of luw and
the idea of the Rechtsstaat74 For, rule of law and Rechtsstaat are not (lune identical75 The
Dutch borrow the term 'tule of law' from the English without translating it, 'Rechtsstaat'
is a Dutch word with obvious German relations and infiuences, but it is not syno-
nymous with the German meaning Definmons differ but in general it is assumed in
the Dutch context that 'ruk of law' refers to precisely formulated rules which guaran-
tee fundamental libertie_s, the independence of the judiciary, separauon of powers
etc Those also are part of the 'Rechtsstaat' which also includes unwntten rules and
principles, as well as a wntten constatuuon Thus the first is positivistic, whereas the
second is an open, yet internally coherent system The compeution anses from the
fact that the Dutch Constitution contains formulated rules, but it also forbids chec-
king the consututionality of statutes made by parhament, to see if they violate the
rules of the Consutution. Parhament is the ultimate application of the rule of law
The repeated urge to allow this judicial review, nevertheless, is the expression of the
'deal of the Rechtsstaat, namely, that law and jusuce are more than the sum of positi-
ve rules, that the judiciary may have an unwritten right and duty to check the con-
sututionahty of statutes In the German idea of the Rechtsstaat, that point is obvious

The point of departure is therefore this prohibmon of judicial review, which
dates from 184876 It is currently laid down in a new formulauon in art 120 Const
2008, where the pnnople is extended to forbid judicial review of international tre-
aues77 The question is whether defence of such constitutional cross-checking is
compatible with the wish for  the full development of either the tule of law or the
Rechtsstaat-idea In view of the great amount of h.terature on this it can only sum-
manly treated here78 The prohibition was not always part of the Constitution The
Constitution of 1840 stil had merely the statement that bilis, accepted by the lung
and the parhament, have force of 1aw79 The defence was added in the Consutution
of 18488° Subsequent constitutional reforms retamed it In the latest constitutional
review of 1983 it was reformulated and extended

74 In German law the same word is  used with a similar meaning However the German constitution bas a very different rela-
non to  its  legal order than the Dutch Consntution does

75 Since the putch use the English rule of law to talk about their Rechtsstaat is  will be used in this secnon in the lower case with
'talies and without quotanon marks When refemng to  the English doctrines of rule of law or Rule of Law single quota-
non marks win be used

76 The so-called toetsingsverbod

77 Art 120 Const 2008 De rechter treedt met in de beoordeling van de grondwetugheid van wetten en verdragen / The  md i-
uary does not judge the constituuonality  of statutes and creaties

78 See A W Henn ga T Zwart De Grondwet, Zwolle 1987 p 233

79 Const 1840 Artikel 120 Alle voorstellen van wet door den Koning en de beide Kamers der Staten-Generaal aangenomen
verkrijgen kracht van wet en worden door den Koning afgekondigd

80 Const 1848 Artikel 115 Alle voorstellen van wet door den Koning en de beide Kamers der Staten-Generaal aangenomen

verkrijgen krach van wet en worden door den Koning afgekondigd De wetten zijn onschendbaar (All bilis of law accepted
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The wording of the final sentence in art 115 Const 1848, 'De wetten zijn on-
schendbaar / The statutes are inviolable', immediately baffIed the consututional — and

lawyer Thorbecke when the bill was published In the wake of the revolu-
tions in Europe early' that year, 'the King, having turned in one mght, as he said, on
March 17th of 1848 from conservauve to liberal, appointed a committee to reform
the Consutunon, with Thorbecke as president' On Apnl 11 ± Thorbecke presented
its draft But the conservative Schimmelperminck-government later changed Ins draft
in several places, then presenung it on June 19± as bill to Parhament Thorbecke pu-
bhshed a pamphlet with Ms objecuons to the bill82 In art 113 of the bill (the later
art 115) the government had added the sentence in quesuon, Thorbecke was not
convinced by the arguments to do so Accordmg to the government it served a thre-
efold purpose It put statutes 'above suspicion' (the phrase said that literally 'Zij
plaatst de wet boven alle verdenking'), it protected it against violation of both the executi-
ve and the judicary who had to respect any statute, and of lower authonues which
have merely authonty to issue local bylaws Thorbecke wondered Suspicion 7Who
would 'suspect'  a statute7 If 'criticism' was meant it was senseless, since one may
always cntacise a statute That it has force of law7But as long as the constuutional re-
quirements are fulfilled, a statute always has legal force Or should it shield an un-
constitutional law against rejection 7 Yet, in that case the unity of the Constitution
would be broken Against violation by the executive and judiciary) Yet, here, good
law on accountability should be the answer, not this sentence When it comes to re-
spect, everybody has to respect the law and as such the phrase is superfluousn

But it is not the only place where the word 'onschendbaar' turns up Art 53 Const
1848,which introduced the political mmistenal accountability, says 'De Koning is on-
schendbaar, deministers zijn verantwoordelijk / The King is inviolable, the ministers are acco-
untable '84 The reason that this has to be worded thusly is that the execuuve power
hes with the kmg (art 54),and that the kmg tog ether with parhament exercises the
legislative power (art 104) The execuuve power is formally with the lung, but due
to the mimstenal accountabihty, it is a mere formality All royal decrees and deo-
slons also have to be signed by a rrunister (art 73 Const 1848) This was not, as sin-
Ce 198385, also prescnbed for statutes Art 69 Const 1848 gave the kmg the nght
even to reject a bill, proposed by parhament Statutes are worded so as to be acts of

the king

by the Kir% and both Chambers of the States-General acquue force of law and are promulgated by the Kmg The statuses are

urnolable )

81 Accorduig to  the Bnush envoy Sir Edmund Dubrowne five of the grenest radicals of this country

82 J13 Thorbecke Bijdrage tot de herziening der Grondwet Leiden 1848

83 Ibidem pp 60 -6 3
84 The penal accountability of ministers had already been introduced in the Consumuon of 1840 art 75 and the expressmn of

thn the ministenal contraseign bi art 76

85 Presemly art 47 Const 2008
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The sentence in question follows the conditions according to which a Hl acqu-
ires force of law through acceptance by the lung and both chambers of parhament
The government may have feared that the fact that statutes were passed with the in-
dispensable consent of the bug and promulgated in the name of the kmg might lead
to the idea that the kmg, or both kmg and parhament, were accountable for them
and not parhament alone Mimstenal accountabihty is only recorded in the utle on
the executive In 1848 the system where ministers need the confidence and sup-
port of a parhamentary majonty in order to funcuon, also with regard to proposals
of statutes, was not yet estabhshed And whereas ministenal accountability was put

in part onto execunve power in Chapter Two, the legislanve power was dealt with
in Chapter Three One might argue, with some reason, that this accountability did
not cover bills 'Bedenking' is in meamng wider than Thorbecke suggests86 Contrary

■ to the execuuve power, one might be tempted to impute to the lung personal acco-
untabihty regarding statutes, notwithstanding that parhament would have assented
To msert, however, a parallel sentence like 'The kmg is inviolable, the parhament is
accountable' for statutes would suggest a reduced power of the lung here as well"
From that po- int of view, the phrase `De wetten zijn onschendbaar' would make sense sin-

ce it avoids the sensinve problem

But i t soon started to lead i ts own life The Consutution of 1848 said in art 118
'De Grondwet ei andere wetten zijn voor het Rijk in Europa verbindende, tenzij het tegendeel daarin wordt
uitgedrukt /The Consututton and other statutes are binding for the Realm in Europe,
unless the contrary is expressed in them' By that a potenual conflict between a statu-
te and the Consutution was created Theorencally a statute could neutralise a consu-
tutional right Thorbecke gave an example of this His draft acknowledged the nght

to convene with no other excepuon than regulauons to assure public order The go-
vernment had changed this mto with the excepnon of a statute, regulatmg its exer-
ose in the interest of pubhc order Thorbecke cnticised this the exeruse was now
generally restncted by a statute, it made the constitutional nght no longer consntu-
tional, it could now be reduced to ml"

Thorbecke argued suil on basis of the bill of law Later cnticism would be ba-
sed differently, namely on the potennal conflict between art 115 Const 1848 and
art 118 Const 1848 which estabhshed the binding force of the Consutuuon Could
a judge set such a statutory rule aside with reference to art 118 7 The stnct reading of
art 115 made it impossible to do so It seems that this interpretation of art 115 was

86 Although Thorbecke cnucized the govenimental bill from a scholarly  point of view lus Bijdrage sen ed also pohucal purpo-
ses and was W i t t e n rather quickly in order to  serve in  the debate about the bill

87 Thorbecke would not have mtrided since it would establish beyond doubt the excluswe legislative position of the parliament
The conservauve government on the other hand nught have minded such a reducuon of royal power In dus respect too after
the reduction of royal power with regard to  the execudve

88 Thorbecke ibidem p p 14-15
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not precasely what the government may have had in mind (merely prevenung viola-
uon of statutes by authonties, not violation of the Constitution by the lawgiver) But
it was certainly a potenual conflict, and art 115 proved to be the point of fixauon It
shows the force context can have on a sentence

It was in any case the way it was read in later  times The great consututio-
nal lawyer Buys phrases it so in 1881 According to him it was disputed since the
Consutution of 1814 whether the Judiciary had such a nght, and die government
wanted to finish this discussion in 1848 He invented in this way a constitutio-
nal dispute which did not exist, since the view in 1815 was that a statute was per
se the correct application of the Constitution89 He aclmowledged the strength of
the arguments in favour of abohshing dus defence as enunciated by Thorbecke and
Opzoomer But on the other hand, kmg and parhament had sworn allegiance to the
Consutution And it was the duty of the First Chamber to keep an eye on the con-
stitutionality of bilis But what if a )udge interpreted the Constitution wrongly?
That would actually violate the Constitution, too Or did one want to return to the
National Syndicate as envisaged in the 1801 Consutution7That provided supervision
over the ludicary, which would not work either9° All in all, ut was better to keep it

as it was
91

That did not end the discussion The standard interpretauon was, and sull is,
that a )udge may not deciare that a statute violates the Constitution, e g , the consti-
tutional nght of freedom of speech92 In an aaide of 1952 G van den Bergh gave
reasons for this" He pomts out that it is not a quesuon whether a statute (or lower
rule) can be unconstitutional it is not forbidden to say or write so Further, such
a quesuon vvill usually also require interpretation of the Consutution But it is first of
all a question of who is authonsed to deciare this Art 115 Const 184894 excludes
the Judiciary But where a constnution has no such rule it is often an unwntten con-

89 J Th Buys De Grondwet toelichting en crinek Arnhem 1883 pp 633-634 Contrary to  dus Van dir Pot-Donner Handboek
van het Nederlandse staatsrecht bewerkt door L Prakke J L de Reede G J M van Wissen Zwolle 1995 157-158 cu es  t h e
comnut tee for th e con stuun on of  1815 la b i qua nest autre chose que la same application des arucles de I acte con-
sututionnel de la royaume Art 146 Const 1814 which had regulated the interpretation of the constimuon if a chsposnion

had rused uncertanny the committee considerecl unnecessary with the above words I doubt by the way whether the politi-

cal snuauon in  the pe riod 1814-1830 was of  a kind, that, such in  idea, sfit  were present with some people was the subject
of a public debate The 1Cing s autocratie regime pomted mto the other chrecnon ( Blanketwet of 1818) and only slowly re-
sistance emerged

90 Staatsregeling des Bataafschen Volks 1801, art 99 insututed a college of three Nationale Procureurs public prosecutors all
lawyers the Nationaal Syndicaat which had to supervise all public authorines bie courts and execuuves and to check whe-
ther these acted agamst the consutuuon If they thought that was the case they could indict the suspected authonty before the
National Court

91 J Th Buys De Grondwet toelichting en cnuek Arnhem 1883 pp 634 637
92 In 2010 the MP Halsema proposed a bill with a Innued form of judicial review (of the subjecnve fundamental nghts and some

other points) dossier 32 334 which awans a second reading in the Second Chamber h is al the present not likely that n will
be approved

93 G van den Bergh Beschouwingen over het toetsingsrecht Nederlands Juristenblad 1951 No 26 pp 417-425

94- In 1952 renumbered as art 124 lid 2 Const 1948, now the abovemenuoned art 120 Const 2008
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sututional rule that it is not permitted for a judge to make this decision He gives an
example of how such a constitutional allowance should be phrased, with the inten-
non to show what hmitations would exist One would be that if a contrary opinion
appears to have existed, the judge must defer to this Another is that the judge has
no authonty for this, or that a statute or the Constitution dernes him this authonty,
or that there exists a procedure which is meant to prevent a colhsion between higher
and lower disposmons, and evidently was meant to suffice for this In the end the
interpretation given by the Crown and Parhament prevails that is, according to Van
den Bergh (in 1952), in the prevailmg interpretation of art 124 lid 2 Const 1948
was the old art 115 Const 1848 The example he gives is that of a later interpreta-
non of a treaty That is binding"

This was, when Van den Bergh wrote, an unwntten consututional law But he
wrote on the brink of great European developments Much has happened since Just
a year later the European Convention for Human Rights of 1950 gamed force and
with it the European Court for Human Rights Other international treaues followed
The Convenuon and the Treaty of the European Union are the most important in the
context of this chapter

In 1953 the Dutch Consutution was accordmgly adapted It gives treaties di-
rect applicabihty in the Dutch legal realm when it concerns rules meant to be direc-
tly binding for everybody, hke fundamental nghts96 It forbids the judiciary to grant
force of law to statutes for the Netherlands if they are incompatible with prescnp-
tions of international treaues and decisions of international orgamsations which are
meant to bind everybodyn Here we see that the judiciary has a nght of judical re-
view of statutes against international 1aw98 It makes the position of the Constitution
all the more problemauc And again, as in Buys' times, there seems to be no re-
ason to worry then the Constuutional Oath was apparently enough, now, if the
Consutution cannot be challenged, there is always the recourse to a treaty which
a statute might ~late

Yet, the question is suil  there and it is not lust  a quesuon of whether  the
Consutution can provide more nghts or protections It has been suggested that the
defence of art 120 Const is restncted to constatutionality itself and allows for chec-
king against 'rechtsbeginselen / pnneples of law' That would be an opening to the
'Rechtsstaat' and to the substantive Rule of Law, but n has been rejected by the govem-

95 G V den Bergh Beschouwingen over het toetsmgsrecht Nederlands Juristenblad 1951 No 26 pp 420-421

96 4rt 93 Const 2008 Bepalingen van verdragen en van besluiten van volkenrechtelijke organisaties die naar haar inhoud een
ieder kunnen verbinden hebben verbindende kracht nadat zij zijn bekendgemaakt

97 Art 94 Const 2008 Binnen het Koninkrijk geldende wettelijke voorschriften vinden geen toepassing indien deze toepassing
niet verenigbaar is  met een ieder verbindende bepalingen van verdragen en van besluiten van volkenrechtelijke organisaties

98 See A W Hermga T Zwart De Grondwet, Zwolle 1991 pp 206-207
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ment and judiciary99 Moreover, the present art 120 Const forbids even checkmg
the constitutionahty of creaties This implies that if an international treaty redu-
ces or  changes nghts or protecnon offered by the Dutch Constnution, the Dutch
Constitution loses

That is remarkable and makes one wonder  what value and use the Dutch
Constitution might sul have The German Bundesverfassungsgencht (the Constitutional
Court) has decided that no international treaty or  rule can ever infr inge on the
core identity of the German Constitution This includes the essential human nght
of `Menschenwurde '3° In this way the Court upholds and increases the status of the
Constitution against international treanes

More recently concepts have entered the discussion which were not present in
the earher constnutional debates 'rille of law' and 'Rechtsstaat' Again, main elements
of the ruk of law are the separanon of powers, the legiumacy of any kind of official
act, be n administrative or legislative, the safeguardmg of the fundamental nghts
and the general principles of law, the independence of the judiaary The concept
is of English ongin, and the approach is tradmonally formalistic and positivistic
The Dutch use of the term appropnates more substannve content than the English
one ever does (cf fundamental nghts) Considenng the above, one would place the
Dutch approach more in this category It is a restrictive approach and the possibi-
lity of applying general fundamental legal principles based in the Constitution has
been rejected The other concept is of connnental ongm (especially German), has
also those distmcnvely-formulated principles, but focuses more on their contents as
expressing an order, and secs this as the basis for the state (hence Rechtsstaat)101 The
above-mennoned view of the Bundesverfassungsgencht is an example of this

The Council of Europe prescnbes that its members accept 'the pnnciple of
the rule of law' (without going into what they are) "2 Also the European Court of
Human Rights seems to want to implement more of 'the rule of law' in ns deer-

99 Ibidem pp 230-233,  for  flu s pp 231-232 The art 131 Gonst 1972 mennoned there is  the art 115 Gonst 1848 has been

replaced by the present art 88 and 94 Gonst

100 B verf G Beschl v 1S 12 2015 Az 2 13,1/12 2735/14 Basically  European law bas pnonty over the German Constitunon when
cons iden ng execu tne acts bot when Europ ean law is in  conflic t with the unchangeab le core  of the  German  Constitution

(the Verfassungsidenntat ) dus no lon ger app hes This core Mennty  cao also no lon ger b e changed by st atute ser Artt
23 Abs 1 S 3 79 Abs 3 GG The protection of human dignity  ( Menschenwurde art 1 GG) is  among others part of the
Verfassungsidenutat

101 As cited in J Schokkenbroek Het EVRM als instrument ter handhaving van de tule of uw Enige losse Mschouwingen [in  j
Geschakeld recht T Barkhuysen M L van Emmenk 3 E Loof (eds ) Deven ter 2009 p 4-42 ft is  expressed in  the German
Consutunon in  art 20 section 3 Die Gesetzgebung is an die verfassungsmaBige Ordmuig die vollziehende Gewalt mul die
Rechtsprechung sInd an Gesetz und Recht gebunden (The legislature shall be bound by the consntutional order the execun-
ve and the judiciary by law and justice) The crux is in the words verfassungsmaflige Ordnung consntunonal order which

is more than just die auto of the disposmons of the constitunon
102 Statute of the Council of Europe art 3 Every member of the Council of Europe must accept the pnnoples of the rule of law

and of the emoyment by all persons wuhin os junsdicnon of human nghts and fundamental freedoms and collaborate suice-

rely and effecuvely in the realisanon of the am of the Councd as specifled in  Chapter I
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slons That would be visible in a gradual distinguishing and recognmon of a unity
of a common group of legal pnnciples and requirements, which together form an
important foundation of the European legal order and are visible in the vanous na-
tional systems

In this way it might approach Rechtsstaatlichkeit Since these decisions are bin-
ding for the Dutch judicary, in dus way EU 'rule of law' would enter the Dutch le-
gal domainl°3 Although, under this description a tendency is recognisable towards
the Rechtsstaat The fact that the European Court is bound by the text and arrange-
ment of TEU will most likely impede a full development of the European Union mto
a Rechtsstaat, at least along this route There is already a tendency to critiose the Court
for applymg TEU sections too widely and intrucling by this into national law and na-
tional views on the matter '

One wonders where this tenacious hold on the principle that it is the legisla-
tor who has the final say on constitutionality of treaties and statutes comes from and
why it is maintained Is it the view that the people, represented by parhament, has
the last say in legal pnnciples7There are no references to it, but one is reminded of
the référé législatif of the French Revolution, when the Cour de Cassation had to consult
the Assemblée if a legal rule was not clear enough to be applied to a case' (15 True, there
are to a eert= extent safety valves in the Dutch democratie system The Raad van State
/ State Council always advises on bilis and will warn, if necessary, if unconstituuo-
nality rrught be looming The First Chamber sees it as one of Its duties also to check
bills of law for constitutionahty

But an advice is not binding In the end the decision of the Second Chamber
can overnde all106, and one of the arguments to abolish the First Chamber is that it
should not be able to stop a bill, ,since it has not been chosen directly by the people
Still, as is apparent from the initiative bill by Halsema, a sizeable part of the Second
Chamber thinks some lifting of the prohibmon of art 120 Const 2008 desirablem 7

103 See on this J Schokkenbroek Het EVRM als instrument ter handhaving van de ruk of law Enige losse beschouwingen [in 1
T Barkhuysen M L van Eminenk J P Loof (eds ) Geschakeld recht Devente r 2009 pp 443-452 What prevents the EU
from becommg a Rechtsstaat , The rule of law mentioned in  the TEU could perhaps turn mto a Rechtsstaat As suggested in  t he
article by Schokkenbroek of the Court would build a system out of the separate m ies of law and then say that these m ies are
manifestauons of a body of unwritten law and that dus body con produce new mies not bid down in the ECHR ot would be
possible

'104 It was one of the arguments by chose who favoured Brexit

105 Actually Van der Pot-Donner Handboek van het Nederlandse staatsrecht bewerkt door L Prakke J L de Reede G J M van

Wissen Zwo lle  1995 157 refers to  dus

106 In tlus context lt  is  not superfluous to  consider the change in  the composition between the Second Chamber as of 1848 and
nom. In 1848 the minimum age to  be elected was 30 years (art 79 Const 1848) in 1963 ot was lowered to 25 years (art 94
(o o s t 1963) since 1983 0110 18 years (art 56 Const 2008) Although ot win not often happen that such a young person is
elected /t is  not unpossible that one with that age thsposes of sufficient insight and expenence to  zudge on constitutionality
Yet it seems that allowmg one with such a low age indicates a back of mterest in  expenence required to  appraise complica-
ted bilis
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The rule of law as present in the Constitution and in treaties is apparently not enough,
there is a wish for more 'ruk of law' through judicial tesung of constitutionahty (al-
though, what is really beng asked for is a pnneple of the German Rechtsstaat) Such
a wish is probably connected with the greater importance attached to fundamental
nghts, as visible by their extension in the past thirty years in the Dutch Consutution
It is typically a case of moving beyond the ECHR, and it shows the hmitations of that
treaty But inserung this possibility into the Consutution is on one hand just another
extension of the rule of law

On the other hand, breaking up the prohibition and allowing judicial review
might open the way to introduce, through interpretation, a road to Rechtsstaatlichkeit
(as part of the Rechtsstaat) But notwithstanding this possibihty (which, in view that
the bill will likely never be accepted, remains a pious wish), one is stil far away
from the wider protection of the Rechtsstaatlichkeit The possibihty of a constitutional
court in the Netherlands as in Germany and other countnes is apparendy not being
considered, and the way the Bundesverfasungsgencht ruled in 2015 has not been a solu-
non favoured by the Dutch Supreme Court

So the situation continues The Dutch Parhament is judge in its own case, or,
as som- e opponents might formulate it less deferentially, it is hke a butcher who ap-
proves his own meat as safe and healthy The rule of lavvmakers rules the Dutch state,

but many may prefer an opening towards Rechtsstaathchkeit Allowing judicial review
could at least mean that the compeution between the rule of law and the ideal of the
Rechtsstaat, which is now only intellectually visible in the urge to restnct or abolish
art 120 Const (and art 94 ghould in  tha t  context be recons idered as well) ,  would

insti tutionahse into a balance between the rule of law as established in the Consutuuon

and international treaues and the Rechtsstaat-idea as upheld by the check of the judi-

ciary

4. Discussion

In the Netherlands junsts use the Enghsh word 'rule of law' to speak about the-
ir 'rechtsstaat' Law rules there through parhamentary supremacy This might count as
an Implementation of a formal 'ruk of law', but since there is not a check on the le-
gal prerogatives of the parhament, it complicates the matter The various procedu-
res to ensure legality built mto the státutory law of the Netherlands would probably
also mean that the Netherlandsrapproaches -at least on paper — the substantive Rule
of Law as outhned by Fuller Its Roman law heritage concermng the law of persons
would add weight to that side of the scale l" But then again parhamentary suprema-

108 Roman law bas rules In  its  procedural law mies winch guaranteed protecoon of the Indondual These were recewed mto mo

dern Dutch law
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cy looms large, threatening to upend the legal order with one pen, and without a ju-
dicial of the Rule of Law If the Dutch have the benefit of the Rule of Law
it is not because their consutuuonal order is arranged so as to guarantee it It is like-
ly because they are sensible, law-abiding Dutchmen, operaung in a long tradmon of
consensual polities, a point that we return to below

Poland, with its paiistwo prawne, has a more fully German-style Rechtsstaat, inc-
luding consutuuonal judicial review This could be seen as simultaneously imple-
menting both the formai rule of law and the substantive Rule of Law by way of

consututional supremacy and a consutuuon that provides for the sorts of procedu-
ral care that Fuller et al idenufy However, as was menuoned throughout the artide,
consutuuonal supremacy is not necessanly part of the rule of law or the Rule of Law
The Rule of Law is also not necessanly part of constitutional supremacy or consti-
tutional government An over-adherence to the Constuution can betray the' Rule of

Law For, at times adherence to the Rule of Law requires departures from the consti-
tution or even from the law itselP °9 The ulumate standard of the Rule of Law is the
person for whom law is made The constitution depends for its force on the doctri-
ne of the Rule of Law, not the other way round Lastly, there could have been rule
of law in ancient Athens or Rome (and even aspects of the Rule of Law especially in
Rome' 10), there could not have been a `Rechtsstaat' The latter requires very parucular
forms of constitutional government It probably, for instance, necessitates hberal de-
mocracy But it does not necessitate the doctrine of the substanuve Rule of Law This
might be a limitation of over-relying on the German model, which bas only been
with for seventy years

It seems that both Poland and the Netherlands might benefit from doctnnal de-
velopment of either theoreucal or praxis-based doctrines of the 'rille of law' This
need not be done simply by appropriating English concepts or pracuces (which will
be even less likely to attract )unsts if and when Britain leaves the European Union)
It could be done by clanfying the relauon of native concepts to the received doctri-
nes of the rule of law and Rule of Law And then supplementmg the nauve concepts
where they lack, or extending the native concepts to include admirable or attracu-
ve aspects of the Enghsh doctnnes At least in the case of Poland the pracuce of law
already seem to extend the pnnelple of panstwa prawnego beyond what it  might have

meant in us native context,  where a German Rechtsstaat-idea was once front and cen-

109 J Fmms, Natura] Law op cd pp 275
110 In the Roman Empire, the emperor was suprtme lawgiver administrator and )udge but he was bound lumself to  the law (an

unwritten consutuuon) and there were a number of procedural mies winch guaranteed protecuon of the individual onzen
agamst arbitzary acts of authormes there was a regular mdiciary an orderly judicial procedure with defence lawyers etc
wath possibility of appeal later on Maisons ontluis in  mes to  protect agamst extortion etc Alchough there was no democra-
cy and practice may not have been perfect cao we not say there was some rule of law here , Is n  not a feature of the rule of
law that thisIaw is a bundle of mies winch cao vary through the ages and accordmg to society , The content does not matter

all that much, so long as the governmenc is  bound by the law
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tre Polish junsts can now speak of the pnnople paristwa prawnego as if it includes large
parts Of the substantive Rule of Law But that is not precisely what the term deal,:
ly mdicates to most who hear it In pracnce one reads that Poland is both and vano-
usly a manifestation of Rechtsstaat-idea and the 'Rule of Law' It cannot be both for
reasons mentioned and imphed above Or one hears that the ideas are too comphca-
ted to speak sensibly about the matter

Dutch-language lawyers and junsts lust borrow the English term 'rille of law'
when they want to speak about their 'rechtsstaat' What they mean to commumca-
te is that their legal system has a formal rule of law and a substanuve Rule of Law
Although 'rechtsstaat' is what 'rille of law' is most often translated as in official do-
cuments' , we should not think that 'rechtsstaat' can mean what 'Rechtsstaat' does for
the Germans and Poles, or that it simply means 'the Rule of Law' at Fuller et al de-
scnbe it Parhamentary supremacy and the forbidciance of judicia'  review in the

Netherlands complicate the matter further Parliament can in pnnciple go round
both the Rule of Law and the Consutunon, since Parhament provides and is the for-
mal rule of law

Nevertheless, the situation is not as dire as it might seem What the Dutch have
might, in fact, be closer to the norms that Dicey descnbes in his three understan-
dings of the meamng of 'r ille of law' The last of which was that a certain charac-
tensuc of England produced the laws — the unwntten but functional Constitution

based on the facts of their existing for a time together under a shared legal regi-

me He says

There remams yet a third and a different sense in which 'the rule of law' or the
predommance of the legal spint may be descnbed as a special attnbute of English
institutions We may say that the constitution is pervaded by the rule of law on
the ground that the general pnnaples of the constitution (as for example the right
to personal hberty, or the nght of public meeting) are with us the result of iudicial
decisions determining the nghts of private persons in parncular cases brought befo-
re the courts, whereas under many foreign constuutions the secunty (such as it is)
given to the nghts of individuals results, or appears to result, from the general pnn-
ciples of the consutution "1

There is a clear separation alluded to here between a constitution that is the re-
sult of law ruling (the product of the rule of law over time), and a rule of law that
is the result of constitunonal supremacy This is shorthand for a core point of diver-
gence between the Rechtsstaat-idea and a rule-of-law idea Dicey was speaking of jud-
ge-made law emerging over time in Britain, the Common law as it is called So, i t

was 'rulings by law' — through judgements and legislauve acts — that gave the Bnnsh

111 A V Dicey An Incroducnon , op cn
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the rule of (their own) law, rather than an imposition of a set of general consmu-
ftional pnnciples from which lower law was to be denved and agamst which it was

to be reviewed for consututionality Bntain, also hke the Netherlands, has a compe-
ung pnnaple of the supremacy of parhament in matters relating to legislauve acts

The Netherlands is certainly a cwilian, codified system, so, there is no talk of
‘judge-made' law And it does have a typical nmeteenth-century, idea-dnven, gene-
ralist consutution Yet, the supremacy of the parhament in law-making means that
for the past century and half a representatwe body has been legislaung on behalf of
the people — a body which has the liberty to be the rule of law, without the 'suspicion'
that it is betraying the Constitution This is not a 'Rechtsstaat' in the German sense
Neither is it fully a system of formal rule of law, with identifiable Rule of Law prin-
ciples in the English sense of Dicey plus Fuller Like contemporary Bntaan, it is a mi-
xed bag But it is not unlike contemporary Bntain, and it is not lacking a character
of the Rule of Law that has descended from its parucular legal culture and she sense
and sensibility of the Dutch

5. Prospects for a single doctrine of „rille of law"

What do the details of these two cases teil us about the prospects for the rule of
law as a core pnnciple and fundamental value of European legal orderm? Or even
of the internauonal legal order? First, they cali for much more thought on the do-

ctnnal issues of the Rule of Law in specific lands Is it something that is even po-
ssible under strong German Rechtsstaat-inspired systems (or contemporary Amencan
consutuuonahsm, for that matter) ' What to do when one system says that the 'mie
of law' is part of the Rechtsstaat (consututional government), as Germany does, and
another says that consututional government (Rechtsstaat) is part of the rule of law,
as Poland implies? Both cannot be the case without one value ceasing to be funda-
mental We have not done a detailed study of France and Croatia, Italy and Spain,
Luxembourg and Estoma, but similar obhque -relations to Enghsh rule of law ideas
and the German Rechtsstaat-idea would likely emerge in a consideration of their legal
systems Perhaps that is okay, and necessary corollary of ruhng actual peoples under
law However, if there is no thing' or shared meaning when we speak of the 'rule of
law', that is a problem (Not to menuon there benig no shared doctrine ) It will cau-
se trouble and confusion when there is a conflict of laws or junsclicuons, for instan-
ce between EU law and the law of a particular system, or between member states" 3

112 European legal order is not merely equisalent to espate jundupw Europecn since it  m ades n auon al legislauo n s adh erence  to

os own nde of law as a separate junsdwuon
113 This is one way of reading the mmgue about the current Pohsh Constitutional Tribunal Both geks are invoking the rule of

law (bot in the popular rendenng of ponstwoprawa) without 'noch effect or clanty but with great conviction that it  is  a high

value and pm-topic of the legal and political order
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Second, this rule-of-law problem should give the lawyer, jurist, legislator and
judge pause Ill-formed legislanve statements become black-letter treanes and laws
And then we are responsible to interpret them as sensibly as we can It must gene-
rally be assumed that the framers of the laws had some deur idea of what they meant or tm-
phed in a law If a simple analysis of the concept or practice shows this not to be the
case, it might illustrate a deeper problem with, well, the prospect for rule of law in
certam institutions Or it might indicate an endemic disease in certain kinds of le-
gal institutions or junsdicnons, such as large international bodies with pretennons
of becorrung federal states

In order to save the virtue of the rule of law from becoming just 'ruling class
chatter', the term needs to refer to a clear doctrine, concept, pracnce or tradmon 14
None of these seems now to be the case outside of the Enghsh legal tradinons And
even there it is not enurely secure Nevertheless, in its genera' international deploy-
ments the term does refer to somethmg (rather than to nothmg), even if that something
is often only visible in its conspicuous absence Tom Bingham mennons the knock
at the door in the middle of the night as somethmg preduded from legal systems that
have a formal rule of law, without substannve norms agamst arbitrary enforcement
Perhaps like some of the most convincing ways of defining God, the way of nega-
non should be taken We might want to begin by definmg the Rule of Law by what

it is not
115

114 J Shklar Politica! Theory and the Rule of Law, [in  ] A Hutclunson, P Monahan (eds ) The Rule of Lass Ideal or Ideology

Toro nto 1987 p 1
115 There is  a long tradmon in  theology that attempts to  define God in this way Apophanc theology mes [langs we know not to

be God to  talk about God This is  done because God (hke the rule of law) is  more elusive dun all that is  not-God For a con-

temporary philosophical defence of dus method see W Franke A Plulosophy of the Unsayable Notre Dame 2014
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